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An important task for quantum information processing is optimal discrimination between
two non-orthogonal quantum states, which until now has only been realized optically. Here,
we present and compare experimental realizations of optimal quantum measurements for
distinguishing between two non-orthogonal quantum states encoded in a single 14N nuclear
spin. Implemented measurement schemes are the minimum-error measurement (known as
Helstrom measurement), unambiguous state discrimination using a standard projective mea-
surement, and optimal unambiguous state discrimination (known as IDP measurement),
which utilizes a three-dimensional Hilbert space. Measurement efficiencies are found to be
above 80% for all schemes and reach a value of 90% for the IDP measurement.
Due to imperfections, real measurements on quantum systems are seldom ideal projective mea-
surements. Moreover, it is sometimes advantageous to deliberately design a quantum measurement
that is not projective, depending on exactly what property of the measured quantum system one is
interested in. One example is when distinguishing between non-orthogonal quantum states. This
is not possible to achieve perfectly with certainty. Nevertheless, we can for example minimize the
error [1], or measure in such a way that when a result is obtained it is guaranteed to be correct.
This can be achieved at the expense of sometimes obtaining an inconclusive result, and such a
measurement is referred to as unambiguous [2].
An optimal quantum measurement is often not a standard projective quantum measurement,
but a so-called generalized quantum measurement. While the minimum-error measurement when
distinguishing between two equiprobable nonorthogonal states is a projective measurement known
as the Helstrom measurement, the optimal unambiguous state discrimination (USD) measurement
is a generalized measurement known as the Ivanovic-Dieks-Peres (IDP) measurement [3–5].
This type of measurement is relevant for important quantum information tasks in quantum
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FIG. 1. (a) Illustration of the applied radio frequency pulses to prepare the non-orthogonal states and
perform the IDP measurement. For the Helstrom measurement, we omit the θ1 pulse. (b) Histogram of
results for single shot readout of |a˜〉 for several preparations of a single NV center in the state |a〉 with
θ = pi/4. In each event (preparation and detection), a level of photocounts below the threshold is taken to
correspond to the system having been prepared in the state |a〉.
cryptography [6, 7] and in entanglement swapping protocols [8]. Moreover, it can be useful for
quantum communication, when the two signal states are non-orthogonal after passing through a
channel. Yet, while it has been implemented optically [9, 10], an implementation in solid state
has been lacking until now. In order to perform advanced QIP tasks, the ability to perform such
optimal (generalized) quantum measurements is a basic requirement.
Our experiments are carried out on the 14N nuclear spin (spin I = 1) of a negatively charged
nitrogen-vacancy (NV−) defect in diamond, utilizing a quantum non-demolition (QND) single shot
readout method [11]. The NV− defect consists of a substitutional nitrogen atom and a neighbouring
vacancy site inside the diamond lattice, and has many favorable features, which make it a promising
system for quantum information processing (QIP) [11–16].
For both measurements, we consider the case where the system has been prepared, with equal
prior probabilities pa = pb = 1/2, in one of the two non-orthogonal states
|a〉 = cos θ|0〉 − sin θ|−1〉, |b〉 = cos θ|0〉+ sin θ|−1〉, (1)
where 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi/4, and θ is half the angle between |a〉 and |b〉, and |0〉, |1〉 form an orthonormal
basis. Since the states |a〉 and |b〉 are not orthogonal, they cannot be distinguished from each other
with certainty.
We prepare these states experimentally on the 14N nuclear spin. First, we initialize to the
|mI = 0〉 state by QND measurement [11]. This is successful whenever the measurement result is
3mI = 0. Additionally, we perform charge state postselection on the NV as described in [17], and the
state is successfully prepared only if the NV is found in its negative charge state. Next we prepare
the two non-orthogonal states (1) by applying a 2θ-pulse resonant with the |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI = −1〉
transition, with phases 0 and pi, producing states |a〉 and |b〉 respectively, see Fig. 1. We then
try to distinguish between these two states with different measurement protocols. Essentially, the
protocol tells us which measurement basis to use. To implement this in the experiment, we apply
radio frequency (RF) pulses resonant with the 14N spin transitions |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI = −1〉 and
|mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI = +1〉, such that the required basis is rotated onto the {|mI = 0〉, |mI = +1〉, |mI =
−1〉}-basis. The final projective measurements are performed by consecutive single-shot readout
measurements on the spin states, where the first positive result is counted as the outcome. Due to
the possibilities of spin flips and/or making errors in each readout measurement in the sequence,
there is a probability to obtain multiple or no positive result at all leading to imperfect detection
efficiencies. Details for specific cases are given below.
In USD, we require p(a|b) = p(b|a) = 0, where p(a|b) is the probability to obtain result “a”
given that the state was |b〉, and vice versa for p(b|a). Trivially, this can be achieved by a projective
measurement in the two-dimensional space spanned by |0〉 and |−1〉, either in the basis {|a〉, |a⊥〉}
or the basis {|b〉, |b⊥〉}, where |a⊥〉 = sin θ|0〉+ cos θ|−1〉 is orthogonal to |a〉, and |b⊥〉 = sin θ|0〉 −
cos θ|−1〉 is orthogonal to |b〉. The result “a⊥” then guarantees that the state must have been
|b〉, and vice versa for “b⊥”, while the results “a” and “b” are inconclusive. In the following, we
call this method standard unambiguous state discrimination (SUSD). The probability of such an
inconclusive outcome is p? = pi+pj |〈i|j〉|2, i, j = a, b. If the prior probabilities pa and pb are equal,
then p? = (1 + |〈a|b〉|2)/2 ≥ 1/2 for either measurement. If the prior probabilities are not equal,
it will be best to always choose the one with the higher probability. The main drawback of this
protocol is the high probability of an inconclusive result.
To realize the SUSD measurement in the basis {|a〉, |a⊥〉} and in the basis {|b〉, |b⊥〉}, we first
perform unitary operations Uˆa and Uˆb respectively, and then a detection in the {|0〉, |1〉} basis. The
unitary operations Uˆa = |0〉〈a|+|1〉〈a⊥| and Uˆb = |0〉〈b|+|1〉〈b⊥| are carried out by RF 2θ and −2θ-
pulses, respectively, on the |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI = −1〉 transition. Additionally, we apply a pi-pulse on
the |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI = +1〉 transition (see error discussion), and the final projective measurement
is performed in the basis {|mI = +1〉, |mI = −1〉}. For this measurement, the probability to obtain
a result was ∼84.6 % (analogous to the detection efficiency with photons). This includes ∼1% of
multiple positive results. The state |mI = −1〉 then corresponds to |a⊥〉 and |b⊥〉, depending on
the chosen basis, and the state |mI = +1〉 corresponds respectively to |a〉 and |b〉, the inconclusive
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FIG. 2. Geometrical representation of (a) the IDP measurement. The initial two-dimensional Hilbert
space, where |a〉 and |b〉 live, is spanned by {|0〉, |−1〉}. The measurement is a projective measurement in
the basis {|a˜〉|b˜〉, |?〉}, where |a˜〉 is orthogonal to |b〉 and |b˜〉 is orthogonal to |a〉. It can be realized by first
making the unitary operation Uˆ in Eq. (4), followed by a projective measurement in the {|0〉, |−1〉, |+1〉}
basis. (b) The Helstrom measurement basis {|a′〉, |b′〉}.
result.
The optimal USD (IDP) however has three outcomes, corresponding to “a”, “b”, and “inconclu-
sive”. It is optimal in the sense that the probability of an inconclusive result is the lowest possible
for unambiguous results of “a” and “b”. The measurement can be understood as a projective
measurement in an extended three-dimensional space, as shown in Fig. 2(a). This requires an
auxiliary basis state which is provided by the 14N nuclear spin, which has three spin states (I=1).
In three dimensions, as Fig. 2 (a) shows, we can find orthonormal states |a˜〉, |b˜〉 and |?〉, so that |a˜〉
is perpendicular to |b〉, and |b˜〉 is perpendicular to |a〉. A possible choice of such states is given by
|a˜〉 = 1√
2
(
tan θ|0〉 − |−1〉 −
√
1− tan2 θ|+1〉
)
,
|b˜〉 = 1√
2
(
tan θ|0〉+ |−1〉 −
√
1− tan2 θ|+1〉
)
,
|?〉 =
√
1− tan2 θ|0〉+ tan θ|+1〉. (2)
For a projective measurement in the basis {|a˜〉, |b˜〉, |?〉}, it holds that p(a|b) = p(b|a) = 0 as
required, and the probability p? for an inconclusive outcome is given by the overlap |〈a|b〉|. The
Hilbert space can be extended either using an ancillary level, as done here, or using an ancillary
qubit, as done in optical realizations. A general method for working out how to realize generalized
quantum measurements is given in Ref. [18]. The measurement in the basis {|a˜〉|b˜〉, |?〉} can be
implemented for example by first performing a unitary operation Uˆ = |0〉〈a˜|+ |−1〉〈b˜|+ |+1〉〈?|,
followed by a projective measurement in the {|0〉, |−1〉, |+1〉} basis. Detection in |0〉 or |−1〉 now
unambiguously indicates that the unknown state was |a〉 or |b〉 respectively, while the result |+1〉
5is inconclusive. The conditional probabilities for different results are
p(a|a) = |〈a˜|a〉|2 = 1− |〈a|b〉| = p(b|b) = |〈b˜|b〉|2
p(a|b) = p(b|a) = |〈a˜|b〉|2 = |〈b˜|a〉|2 = 0
p(?|a) = p(?|b) = |〈a|b〉|. (3)
Here p(j|k) denotes the conditional probability of obtaining a result |j〉 given a state |k〉, with j, k =
a, b. The average probability of correctly identifying a prepared state is then pcorr = p(a|a)pa +
p(b|b)pb, where pj are the prior probabilities, i.e., for preparing states |j〉. Also, the average error
probability is perr = p(b|a)pa + p(a|b)pb, while the average probability of an inconclusive outcome
is p? = p(?|a)pa + p(?|b)pb.
Defining the basis vectors as |0〉 ≡ [1, 0, 0]T , |−1〉 ≡ [0, 1, 0]T and | + 1〉 ≡ [0, 0, 1]T , where the
superscript T denotes transpose, Uˆ is given by
Uˆ =
1√
2

tan θ −1 −√1− tan2 θ
tan θ 1 −√1− tan2 θ√
2(1− tan2 θ) 0 √2 tan θ
 . (4)
This Uˆ may be decomposed into a product of unitary operators coupling two levels at a time [10,
18, 19]. Here we choose, for ease of experimental realization, a decomposition of the form Uˆ =
Tˆ0,−1Tˆ0,+1, where
Tˆ0,−1 =
1√
2

1 −1 0
1 1 0
0 0
√
2
 , (5)
Tˆ0,+1 =

tan θ 0 −√1− tan2 θ
0 1 0
√
1− tan2 θ 0 tan θ
 . (6)
This corresponds to a pulse sequence consisting of a θ1 = 2 arcsin(
√
1− tan2 θ)-RF pulse resonant
with the |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI = +1〉 transition, followed by a θ2 = pi/2 pulse resonant with the |mI = 0〉
↔ |mI = −1〉 transition. As before, we also apply a RF pi-pulse on the |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI = +1〉
transition, such that if the RF pulses have no effect due to improper electron initialization, the
measurement result will be inconclusive (the spin will stay in |mI = 0〉, which gives an inconclusive
result, see Fig. 1). The detection is completed with a projective measurement in the basis {|mI =
0〉,|mI = −1〉,|mI = +1〉}. A positive result on |mI = −1〉 (|mI = +1〉) corresponds to state
6|a〉 (|b〉), and a positive result on |mI = 0〉 corresponds to an inconclusive result. In this case,
the average detection efficiency of the final measurement is ∼90.2%, including ∼10.2% of multiple
positive results.
Method d unambiguous error % efficiency %
SUSD 2 yes ∼ 3.5 84.6
IDP 3 yes 4− 7.5 90.2
Helstrom 2 no > 3.5 83.1
TABLE I. Overview over the three measurements. Column d is needed dimension of the Hilbert space.
The Helstrom measurement has an inherent error probability; here we show the minimum error due to
measurement imperfections.
The Helstrom measurement minimizes the error in the result in the case where inconclusive
outcomes are not allowed. It gives a higher probability to obtain a correct result than an un-
ambiguous measurement, but in return, an obtained result is not guaranteed to be correct. For
the two equiprobable states |a〉 and |b〉 we are considering, it is a projective measurement in a
two-dimensional orthonormal basis {|a′〉, |b′〉} which is symmetric around |a〉 and |b〉 (see Fig. 2
(b)), such that |a〉 has a larger overlap with |a′〉 and |b〉 a larger overlap with |b′〉. In our case,
|a′〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉 − | − 1〉), |b′〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉+ | − 1〉). The state |a′〉 corresponds to |a〉, and |b′〉 to |b〉.
For two states |a〉 and |b〉 with prior probabilities pa and pb, the states |a′〉 and |b′〉 are modified,
and the Helstrom measurement has an error probability given by [1]
popterr =
1
2
(1−
√
1− 4papb|〈a|b〉|2). (7)
The probability to obtain a correct result is given by pcorr = 1− popterr , which is the highest possible
probability to identify the state correctly. For two equiprobable states |a〉 and |b〉 the Helstrom
measurement is implemented by performing only the rotation (5), i.e, the RF pi/2-pulse on the
|mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI = −1〉 transition. Again, we additionally apply the RF pi-pulse on the |mI = 0〉 ↔
|mI = +1〉 transition. Finally, we do a projective measurement in the basis {|mI = +1〉,|mI = −1〉},
corresponding to the outcomes “a” and “b”, with an efficiency of ∼83.1%, including ∼1.1% of
multiple positive results.
An overview over the three measurement protocols in shown in Table I. The results of the three
measurements are shown in Fig. 3, where we plot the average probability of correctly identifying
a prepared state pcorr = p(a|a)pa + p(b|b)pb, the average probability for an inconclusive result
p? = p(?|a)pa + p(?|b)pb, and the average probability for conclusive but incorrect identification
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FIG. 3. Experimental results of unambiguous and minimum-error discrimination of non-orthogonal states.
The two non-orthogonal states |a〉 and |b〉 are prepared with equal prior probabilities, pa = pb = 1/2. The
probabilities for correct identification pcorr = p(a|a)pa + p(b|b)pb, inconclusive outcomes p? = p(?|a)pa +
p(?|b)pb and incorrect outcomes perr = p(b|a)pa + p(a|b)pb are shown in figures(a), (b) and (c) respectively.
Probabilities are plotted as functions of overlap 〈a|b〉 = cos 2θ. The experimental error bars account only
for uncertainty due to measurement shot noise.
perr = p(b|a)pa + p(a|b)pb (i.e. making an error). The conditional probabilities p(j|a) and p(j|b)
(j ∈ {a, b, ?}) are found to be similar in our experiments.
First, we will compare the generalized quantum measurement (IDP) with the simpler SUSD
measurement, to see how the increased experimental complexity affects the performance of the
protocol. In Fig. 3 (a) and (b) we see that the probability of a conclusive result and the prob-
ability for an inconclusive result is always better for the IDP measurement than for the SUSD
measurement, as expected. However, Fig. 3 (c) shows that this is also partly due to a higher error
probability for the IDP measurement for large 〈a|b〉. The reason for these errors is discussed below,
and is expected to be reduced by future development in the experimental control of the NV.
Whereas the Helstrom measurement minimizes errors when no inconclusive results are allowed,
USD measurements are supposed to give unambiguous (error-free) results by allowing an inconclu-
sive outcome. However, the results of the experimentally realized unambiguous measurements are
not guaranteed to be correct either, due to inevitable experimental imperfections. It is therefore im-
portant to check how the errors resulting from imperfections in the realization of the unambiguous
measurement compare with the error probability of the ideal optimal minimum-error measure-
ment, as well as with the error probability in an experimental realization of the minimum-error
measurement.
As expected, we find in Fig. 3 (a) that the probability of obtaining a correct result is highest
for the Helstrom measurement. The probability of making an error is shown in Fig. 3 (c). We can
see that for small overlap |〈a|b〉|, this probability is only a few percent for the three measurement
8protocols. Also, the error in the implementation of the IDP measurement is never greater than
that of the Helstrom measurement. Only for small overlap does the error in the implementation of
the IDP measurement slightly exceed the ideal minimum-error bound.
The main source of errors, which lead to discrepancies between ideal theoretical bounds and the
experimental results, is the limited lifetime of the nuclear spin during the QND readout. On one
hand, this limits the available time and therefore also the photon count for single shot readout,
which increases errors due to photon shot noise. For example, even though the spin is in the state
|mI = +1〉, the count rate corresponding to state |mI = 0〉 or |mI = −1〉 is detected. On the other
hand, there is the possibility that the spin state flips during the measurement, which is especially
important for consecutive measurements on all three spin states. Due to these errors, we can get
more or less than one positive result for the measurement. Therefore, we count the first positive
result as the outcome.
The probability to get a false positive result is increased if a neighboring spin state (with
∆mI = ±1) is highly populated. This is why the error probability of the IDP measurement is
higher for large 〈a|b〉 compared to the standard unambiguous measurement in Fig. 3 (c), since for
the IDP measurement the inconclusive result corresponds to |mI = 0〉 and the conclusive result
|mI = −1〉 or |mI = +1〉, whereas for the standard unambiguous measurement the inconclusive
result corresponds to |mI = +1〉 and the conclusive result |mI = −1〉.
Another point to consider is the imperfect electronic initialization, either due to errors in the
charge state postselection (cf. [17]), or because the electron spin is not properly polarized. In
both cases, this affects the nuclear spin transition frequencies by hyperfine interaction, and the RF
pulses, which are designed for the electron being in the mS = 0 NV
− ground state, will have no
effect on the nuclear spin. In this case, the nuclear spin will stay in the initialized state, which is
mI = 0. By applying a final pi pulse on the |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI = +1〉 transition, we ensure that the
state |mI = 0〉 is either not used (for the standard unambiguous and Helstrom measurements), or
counted as inconclusive (for the IDP measurement).
In conclusion, we have experimentally realized and compared three different measurement pro-
tocols to distinguish between non-orthogonal quantum states, including optimal unambiguous state
discrimination and the minimum-error or Helstrom measurement. Previously, optimal unambigu-
ous state discrimination has only been realized optically [9, 10]. The ability to perform generalized
measurements on NV− centers is of interest for implementations of solid-state quantum computing.
The realized IDP measurement for NV− centers outperforms standard projective measurements,
and gives further evidence that NV− centers in diamond are a favorable candidate for solid state
9quantum information processing at room temperature.
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